Utilizing Hipparcos parallaxes, original radial velocities and recent literature values, new Ca ii H and K emission measurements, literature-based abundance estimates, and updated photometry (including recent resolved measurements of close doubles), we revisit the Ursa Major moving group membership status of some 220 stars to produce a final clean list of nearly 60 assured members, based on kinematic and photometric criteria. Scatter in the velocity dispersions and H-R diagram is correlated with trial activity-based membership assignments, indicating the usefulness of criteria based on photometric and chromospheric emission to examine membership. Closer inspection, however, shows that activity is considerably more robust at excluding membership, failing to do so only for 15% of objects, perhaps considerably less. Our UMa members demonstrate nonzero vertex deviation in the Bottlinger diagram, behavior seen in older and recent studies of nearby young disk stars and perhaps related to Galactic spiral structure. Comparison of isochrones and our final UMa group members indicates an age of 500 AE 100 Myr, some 200 Myr older than the canonically quoted UMa age. Our UMa kinematic=photometric members' mean chromospheric emission levels, rotational velocities, and scatter therein are indistinguishable from values in the Hyades and smaller than those evinced by members of the younger Pleiades and M34 clusters, suggesting these characteristics decline rapidly with age over 200-500 Myr. None of our UMa members demonstrate inordinately low absolute values of chromospheric emission, but several may show residual fluxes a factor of !2 below a Hyades-defined lower envelope. If one defines a Maunder-like minimum in a relative sense, then the UMa results may suggest that solar-type stars spend 10% of their entire main-sequence lives in periods of precipitously low activity, which is consistent with estimates from older field stars. As related asides, we note six evolved stars (among our UMa nonmembers) with distinctive kinematics that lie along a 2 Gyr isochrone and appear to be late-type counterparts to disk F stars defining intermediate-age star streams in previous studies, identify a small number of potentially very young but isolated field stars, note that active stars (whether UMa members or not) in our sample lie very close to the solar composition zero-age main sequence, unlike Hipparcos-based positions in the H-R diagram of Pleiades dwarfs, and argue that some extant transformations of activity indices are not adequate for cool dwarfs, for which Ca ii infrared triplet emission seems to be a better proxy than H-based values for Ca ii H and K indices.
INTRODUCTION
Despite a bevy of work by the late Olin Eggen arguing for the existence of stellar moving groups, the idea of kinematically identifiable relic assemblages of otherwise unremarkable field stars sharing a common origin and earlier history remains a curiously controversial one. On the one hand, the very idea of the dissolution of clusters and associations seems a reasonable one on its face. Open clusters confidently dated as older than the solar age are rare, with an exhaustive list presently including Berkeley 17 ($12 Gyr; Phelps 1997), NGC 188 ($7 Gyr; Sarajedini et al. 1999) , and NGC 6791 ($8 Gyr; Chaboyer, Green, & Liebert 1999) . Indeed, it has been known for several decades that cluster lifetimes in the Galactic disk are typically a few hundred million years (Wielen 1971) . Theoretical calculations considering the disruption of star clusters due to internal relaxation, tidal effects of the stationary Galactic field, and encounters with massive objects (e.g., giant molecular clouds) corroborate such empirical estimates (Wielen 1991) . This body of evidence seems consistent with the view of typical Galactic disk stars forming in an association or cluster but eventually taking up residence in the general field (Pudritz 2002) . In this picture, moving groups are viewed as a segue whose stellar denizens retain distinctive kinematic signatures expected from the slow diffusion of former clusters' stellar orbits (Wielen 1977) .
On the other hand, however, much criticism has been leveled at the idea of stellar moving groups, particularly, though not exclusively, old ones; such entities have been questioned on various grounds: the true uniformity of individual stellar properties, the a priori nature of assumptions sometimes used to identify group members, and data and bookkeeping issues (e.g., Taylor 2000 and references therein) . Recent work has placed stellar moving groups on considerably firmer footing. Several Hipparcos-based studies utilizing nonparametric analyses (requiring no a priori assumptions concerning the extent of groups' threedimensional kinematic, age, and spatial phase space) have found numerous significant phase-space density enhancements above those of the general disk field population (Asiain et al. 1999; Chereul, Crézé, & Bienaymé 1999; Skuljan, Hearnshaw, & Cottrell 1999) ; many of these detected structures correspond to Eggen's previously proposed kinematic groups, streams, and superclusters. More importantly, some of these analyses '' detect '' (as they should) known real structures such as the Pleaides.
Ursa Major, residing in Eggen's proposed Sirius supercluster (Eggen 1992) , has received considerable historical attention among putative moving groups. As noted by Soderblom & Mayor (1993, hereafter SM93) , UMa is a '' best case '' moving group. Its kinematics are distinctive compared with the young and intermediate-age disk field. Moreover, its relatively young age (0.3 Gyr according to SM93) has likely led to the intriguing circumstance that it contains a verifiable nucleus, albeit sparse. Given the previous UMa-oriented studies of Soderblom & Clements (1987) and SM93 and the recent nonparametric Hipparcosbased studies noted above, we take the reality of the UMa moving group as established.
Our purpose here is to reinvestigate the membership of the UMa moving group. In doing so, we utilize new parallaxes, radial velocities, activity measures, and resolved photometry of close doubles not available to SM93 and consider a larger sample of candidate members than the recent study of Montes et al. (2001) . We selected most candidate members from the previous UMa group studies of SM93 and Montes et al. (2001 and references therein) ; a few others were included based on suggested possible UMa membership mentioned in other non-UMa-dedicated literature studies (e.g., Gaidos, Henry, & Henry 2000) . The analysis was carried out with three major goals in mind. First, we wished to identify very clean samples of UMa group members and nonmembers that could be employed in future spectroscopic studies (or for refining extant ones) addressing the chemical homogeneity of moving groups. In doing so, two compromises are made: many stars are deemed to have uncertain membership status, and the necessity of adopting a priori kinematic definitions of the UMa group (based on the sparse nucleus) biases the resulting kinematic statistics. Second, we wished to revisit the age determination of the UMa group by using our membership list and new stellar isochrones. Third, we wished to investigate questions about chromospheric activity in UMa group stars moti-vated by the previous studies of Soderblom & Clements (1987) and SM93-namely, is activity a robust membership indicator? How do the overall level and spread of chromospheric emission in the UMa group compare with those in older and younger clusters? An important secondary goal was to investigate the coherence of kinematic and photometric membership criteria and chromospheric activity; this has import for future use of combined criteria in investigating membership in other moving groups, as well as for the reality of moving groups themselves.
2. DATA 2.1. New Radial Velocity Data Radial and rotational velocities of candidate UMa group B, A, F, and a few later spectral type stars north of = À15 were measured from CCD spectrograms centered at 4520 Å having 2 pixel (15 lm) resolution of R $ 60,000. These were obtained with the long camera of the 1.22 m telescope of the Dominion Astrophysical Observatory using the 1752 Â 532 thinned, UV-coated SITe-2 CCD, which yielded spectra of 63 Å in extent. The observations were made either as one exposure with signal-to-noise ratio S/N = 200 or as several observations each of lower S/N. In addition to the program stars, nightly spectra of one or more of the early radial velocity standards from Fekel (1992) were also obtained.
Each reduced (bias-subtracted, flat-fielded, dispersioncorrected, and extracted) stellar spectrum was crosscorrelated with the most appropriate template spectrum by using the program VCROSS (Hill & Fisher 1986 ). These template spectra, which covered the 4520 Å region, were calculated with the program SYNTHE (Kurucz & Avrett 1991) using Kurucz (1993) ATLAS9 solar composition models with log g = 4.0 and a microturbulence of 2 km s À1 . For every 500 K between 14,000 and 5000 K, such spectra were calculated for rotational velocities from 10 to 40 km s À1 in steps of 10 km s À1 .
The effective temperature of each star was estimated from the mean uvby photometry of Hauck & Mermilliod (1980) by using the program of Napiwotzki, Schonberner, & Wenske (1993) or from the spectral type if accurate photometry was not available. For each star, a template spectrum at an effective temperature given above was chosen to match the estimated temperature. In choosing an appropriate broadening for a template, two opposing requirements were considered. First, the width of the cross-correlation function should not be unnecessarily broadened, and second, the noise in the cross-correlation function generated by the stellar spectrum should be reduced by increasing the template broadening. In practice, templates were broadened by increasing amounts from a minimum of 10 km s À1 up to a maximum of 40 km s À1 for stars with the greatest v sin i.
The cross-correlation functions were fitted with the appropriate Gaussian or rotational profile in a consistent manner. The centroid and width were allowed to vary but the slope of the fit was fixed at zero, an important restriction. A similar procedure was followed for the velocity standards. The standard stars used, plus their mean velocities and errors, are shown in Table 1 . Two of the stars from Fekel (1992) , 22 Dra and Her, were not used because of asymmetric cross-correlation functions.
Based on the range in corrections and the errors noted in Table 1 , the decision was made to not apply any zero-point shift to adjust the DAO velocity system. In part, this was also based on the suspicion that the radial velocity of o Peg may be variable. Fekel (1992) gives 7.7 and 8.5 km s À1 for h Leo and o Peg, respectively, while Adelman (1988) measured 7.5 and 9.1 km s À1 , respectively, from DAO 2.4 Å mm À1 photographic spectra. Grenier et al. (1999) find +3.6 km s À1 for o Peg based on seven measurements; the inferred $5 km s À1 dispersion in their measures seems large for this relatively sharp-lined A star. With an estimated error of 0.5-1.0 km s À1 in our measures, this indicates good agreement for h Leo; however, we suspect o Peg may be a spectroscopic binary.
The individual radial velocities are given in Table 2 along with the HJD of the midpoint of each exposure. The mean velocities given have an internal error estimated from the fit to the cross-correlation function when only one spectrum is available or an external mean error (standard deviation of the mean) plus a mean internal error when more than one is available. While the external mean error is to be preferred when available, for those stars with limited measures or measures confined to a single night, we adopted the generally larger internal error to be conservative.
Kinematics
Space motions (U, V, W ) and their uncertainties were derived with the version of the code used by Johnson & Soderblom (1987) , but updated for J2000.0 coordinates and to include covariance terms in the error matrices. This was accomplished using Hipparcos parallaxes and uncertainties, proper motions and uncertainties from the PPM catalogs (e.g., Bastian & Rö ser 1998) , and final radial velocities. These data and relevant notes are given for each star in Table  3 . Sources of the tabulated radial velocities (in no particular order) are our new measurements, previous measures given in SM93, values from the more recent radial velocity catalogs of Barbier-Brossat & Figon (2000) and Duflot, Figon, & Meyssonnier (1995) , and precision values from the literature. In most cases, catalog values replaced the SM93 values unless the latter were their precision CORAVEL results.
Uncertainties in the catalog velocity values are frequently qualitative. Reasonable adopted numerical values were arrived at by comparison of quality flags and numerical uncertainties for those stars having both, taking into account the number of observations. Comparison of different measurements for stars not identified as binaries indicates pleasing agreement, typically within 1.5 km s À1 or better. A few discrepant values (e.g., those for HD 27861, 111456, 148112AB, 205765AB, 206538A, and 209515AB and GJ 625) suggest continued benefit from additional measurements, monitoring, or both. Variance-weighted mean radial velocities from the differing sources were determined for each star; these were utilized to determine final UVW kinematics and their formally propagated uncertainties, which are listed in Table 4 .
Photometry
Precision photometry (V magnitudes and BÀV and VÀI colors) and uncertainties were extracted from the Hipparcos and Tycho Catalogues and are listed in Table 5 , along with the absolute magnitudes derived from the Hipparcos parallaxes. In cases in which these data were absent or unusually uncertain or possibly contaminated by close components, literature photometry was drawn upon. Of particular note is the new Tycho-based photometry of close doubles provided by Fabricius & Makarov (2000) . Their V T magnitudes and B T ÀV T colors were transformed to Johnson V and BÀV by using the relations from Bessell (2000) . Reliable photometry for close components can provide additional photometric constraints on evolutionary status and represents a significant improvement over previous membership studies.
Metallicities
Iron abundances were taken from the catalogs of Cayrel de Strobel et al. (1997) and Cayrel de Strobel, Soubiran, & Ralite (2001) and are provided in Table 5 , along with the formal dispersion (standard deviation) of multiple measurements. In cases of two measurements, the range is indicated; no uncertainty estimate is given for single measurements. Older measurements with (rightly or wrongly) perceived lesser reliability are flagged with question marks. We acknowledge that the tabulated values are probably inhomogeneous, and no attempt has been made to rectify this. Such an attempt is not practically accomplished either empirically (because of lack of overlap between different studies) or fundamentally (because of implicit differing assumptions in the analyses, such as choice of model atmospheres, temperature scales, atomic data, solar normalization, etc., which are impossible to calibrate).
Activity Indicators
Residual chromospheric flux ratios of Ca ii H and K are also provided in Table 5 . These are predominantly new Kitt Peak National Observatory coudé feed-based values from D. R. S. and J. R. K.'s ongoing study of chromospheric activity in nearby stars, though a few measures have been taken from the literature. The '' additional candidates '' lack Ca ii-based measures. For all other objects, the lack of an entry signals that the activity measures from SM93 were utilized.
RESULTS

Activity-based Classifications
For consistency with the activity divisions of SM93, we divided the sample into different categories (probable spectroscopic members, possible spectroscopic members, probable spectroscopic nonmembers, and additional candidates) Herbig (1985) :
R HK ¼ 5:102R 8498 À ð5:00 Â 10 À6 Þ :
The transformed H-based log R 0 HK values are plotted versus the transformed Ca ii IRT-based values in Figure 1a . The correlation coefficient is significant at the greater than 99.9% confidence level, and a $0.2 dex mean offset noted for UMa candidates by SM93 is apparently present, as is considerable scatter of $0.25 dex about a mean relation. While SM93 simply made a 0.2 dex adjustment to the IRTbased values, this is not the optimum procedure for M34. Figure 1b shows the difference between the transformed IRT-and H-based M34 measures versus dereddened color and indicates a significant portion of the scatter in Figure 1a is correlated with color.
The trend in Figure 1b was fitted with a third-order Legendre polynomial using 2.0 clipping. The power series expansion of the fit (Fig. 1b, dotted line) is given by D log R 0 HK ¼ À ð5:0506 Â 10 À1 Þ þ 1:7352ðBÀV Þ À 1:5453ðBÀV Þ 2 :
Curiously, the same color-dependent difference is not seen for the UMa data from SM93. The difference between these transformed H-and IRT-based activity measures is plotted versus color in Figure 1c . The correlation coefficient suggests the positive slope is marginally significant (92.5% confidence level); if real, it is opposite in sign to that for the M34 data in Figure 1b . These differences must be intrinsic ones or due to measurement, since the transformations are the same. Figure 1d shows transformed H-based log R 0 HK values that have been corrected using equation (3) from the fit in Figure 1b versus the Ca ii IRT-based values; reduced scatter about the one-to-one relation is readily evident. We explicitly note here that our choice has been to correct the H-based activity measures onto the Ca ii IRT-based scale; this is different than the procedure of SM93 and is not an arbitrary decision (see the Appendix).
Figure 2 displays the situation for $100 Myr old Pleiades dwarfs whose H-based and 8542 Å Ca ii IRT-based data come from Soderblom et al. (1993) ; these measures were transformed as before, except using the relation for the 8542 Å feature deduced from Herbig's (1985) Figure 4 :
The deviation from a one-to-one relation between the transformed activity indicators (Fig. 2a ) is similar to that demonstrated by the M34 data. The Pleiades differences are also a function of color, as shown in Figure 2b , where the solid line indicates the fitted quadratic relation
which is similar to equation (3) for M34 ( Fig. 1b, dotted  line) . The more satisfactory state of affairs upon correcting the H-based values to the Ca ii IRT scale can be seen in Figure 2c . Figure 3 shows the mean of the transformed IRT-and corrected H-based values versus dereddened BÀV color Fig. 1b , but for Pleiades dwarfs, and showing the fitted quadratic Pleiades relation (solid line) and the fit to the M34 data from Fig. 1b (dotted line) . (c) Same as Fig. 1d , but for Pleiades dwarfs with their H-based residual fluxes corrected by the fitted relation (eq. [5]) in (b).
for M34 (crosses) and Pleiades (open circles) dwarfs. Here, the H values have been corrected onto the IRT scale using the fitted relation for the Pleiades dwarfs (Fig. 2b) for both the Pleiades and M34 stars, the reasoning being that the more numerous Pleiades data result in a better determined mean relation, given the significant star-to-star scatter (Fig.  1b) . The filled circles are the directly measured Pleiades H and K indices from Soderblom et al. (1993) ; these are connected to the transformed values for six stars in common. The solid line and dotted lines depict the mean Hyades relation and the full extent of its scatter from direct H and K measurements in Soderblom (1985) , respectively; the flatness of the relation for BÀV ! 0.85 was not derived from Hyades data but simply argued for by Soderblom (1985) ; however, the flatness in the directly measured log R 0 HK values for similarly cool Pleiades stars seems consistent with this.
The lower envelope to the M34 data may show an unexpected decline with increasing color; utilizing the specific M34-based corrections from Figure 1b actually exacerbates (slightly) this trend. Such a trend could suggest the IRT-H corrections are not as steep a function of color as for the Pleiades. Thus, the color dependence of the relative robustness of the transformed IRT and H indices as proxies for the Ca ii H and K index may be activity-or age-dependent. While a seemingly elaborate explanation, this is consistent with the near lack of a color-dependent difference for the older UMa objects in Figure 2b and the consistency (essentially forced to yield our transformations) of the less active field stars from Herbig (1985) .
For our purposes, there are several notable features about Figure 3 . First, the vast majority of the younger M34 and Pleaides stars lie above the mean Hyades relation; essentially all the Pleiades stars do for BÀV ! 0.8. Second, the spread in activity for the younger M34 and Pleiades stars is significantly larger than for the older Hyades dwarfs. We have thus followed the approach of SM93 in assigning a provisional activity-based membership classification to our objects where possible. Those apparently single objects that lie within a few hundredths of a dex or lie above the Hyades relation are classed as probable spectroscopic members. Close binaries that meet the same criterion are deemed possible spectroscopic members (since high levels of activity may be related to binarity), as are apparently single objects lying significantly beneath the mean Hyades relation but within the Hyades scatter. Other objects are considered probable spectroscopic nonmembers. Objects not having chromospheric emission measurements are referred to as additional candidate members. The scatter in Figure 3 should also prepare one for occasionally encountering objects with sub-Hyades activity that might be younger bona fide UMa members.
UMa Nucleus Stars
Our new log R 0 HK values for four canonical UMa nucleus stars (listed in Table 5 ) are in good accord with the average SM93 values; the deviations (in the sense new values minus SM93 values) are À0.08, À0.19, À0.10, and À0.08 dex. While a slight $0.1 dex offset may be present, the new activity indicators still indicate probable spectroscopic membership; even though the indices for HD 109011, 109647, and 110463 lie a couple hundredths of a dex below the red end of the Hyades relation, they are well within the small Hyades scatter. Moreover, the preponderance of other activity measurements (SM93) suggests probable spectroscopic membership by using the mean Hyades relation criterion.
Canonical UMa nucleus stars are shown in the V-U and V-W kinematic planes in Figures 4a-4b . The ellipse is centered on the (inverse variance) weighted mean velocities and has semimajor and semiminor axes equal to 3 times the respective formal rms velocity dispersions. The vital kinematic statistics for all activity-based subgroups are reported in Table 6 . The weighted rms dispersions are reduced slightly (by 0.1, 0.0, and 0.3 km s À1 in U, V, and W, respectively) compared with the results of SM93; the unweighted dispersions (a fairer comparison with SM93) are somewhat larger, however (by 0.0, 0.4, and 0.2 km s À1 in UVW ). This increase can be traced to the marginal outlier HD 111456, whose kinematic differences from SM93 values can be traced to the adopted radial velocities (adopting the Hipparcos proper motions, e.g., only increases differences in U and V ); this illustrates the continued importance of additional radial velocity measures. Indeed, HD 111456 and the marginally outlying HD 106591 are among the few objects whose new radial velocities and previous measures disagree by considerably more than the respective errors. Excluding HD 111456, the unweighted dispersions are equivalent or slightly lower than the SM93 values.
On an absolute basis, comparison of the mean UVW with the SM93 values is at the level of '' fine tuning.'' The mean W-velocities are essentially identical, while the V-velocities differ at only the $1 level. The most significant, though small, difference is in the mean U-velocity. Our 1.3-1.4 km s À1 larger value represents a 4-5 level difference given the respective inferred mean uncertainties. Figures 4c-4d contain the Hipparcos-based M V -(BÀV ) and M V -(VÀI ) color-magnitude diagrams of the UMa nucleus stars. Shown for comparison are the latestgeneration Yale isochrones (Yi et al. 2001) for 600 Myr (BÀV ) and 400 Myr (VÀI ) for both scaled solar Z = 0.01 and Z = 0.02 mixtures and for both the color-temperature conversions of Lejeune, Cuisinier, & Buser (1998) and Green, Demarque, & King (1987) . The metallicity study of Boesgaard & Friel (1990) suggests [Fe/H] = À0.09 for UMa, which corresponds to an intermediate Z = 0.016 for Z = 0.02. The data points form a very tight main sequence and turnoff (reflecting the quality of the parallaxes now The crosses are the averaged IRT-based and corrected (as in Fig. 2d ) Hbased data for M34 dwarfs (from Soderblom et al. 2001 ) transformed to Ca ii H and K by using the relations from Herbig (1985) . The open circles are similar data for Pleiades dwarfs from Soderblom et al. (1993) shown in Fig. 2 ; filled circles are actual H and K Pleiades measurements from Soderblom et al. (1993) and are connected to the averaged transformed H-and IRT-based values by vertical lines. The solid and dotted lines show the mean Hyades relation and full extent of its scatter from Soderblom (1985) , respectively. available) and lie close to the assumed isochrones. The M V -(BÀV ) data are best fitted by the 600 Myr isochrones, whereas the data based on VÀI are best fitted by the 400 Myr isochrones. Statistical uncertainties in these values pale in comparison with the color-based differences, which may be due to systematic errors in the photometry or the isochrones' assumed color-T eff conversions. We thus infer an UMa age of 500 AE 100 Myr, and we use the 600 and 400 Myr isochrones as fiducials to evaluate photometric membership.
Membership Assignments
Kinematic, photometric, and final membership assignments are listed for all objects in Table 5 , where for these qualitative assessments '' Y '' indicates certain membership, '' Y? '' indicates probable membership, '' N? '' indicates probable nonmembership, and '' ? '' indicates uncertain membership. The final membership assessments are conservative in the sense that the possibility of contaminating the nonmembers category with true members or contaminating the member categories with true nonmembers was avoided at the cost of relegating objects with conflicting or questionable criteria to the uncertain category for future study. In this sense, an uncertain designation is not necessarily to be equated with a lower true membership and/or higher nonmembership probability on a star-by-star basis; rather, we simply required more consistent evidence for a definitive classification.
The V-U and V-W kinematic planes are shown in Figures  5-8 (top) for the probable spectroscopic (i.e., activity based) member, possible spectroscopic member, probable spectroscopic nonmember, and additional candidate member (which lack activity measures) subgroups, respectively. The velocity ellipses are those of the canonical UMa nucleus stars from Figures 4a-4b. A '' Y '' kinematic membership is given those stars that fall within both planes' ellipses. A '' Y? '' kinematic membership is given those stars that fall within both ellipses only within the stellar kinematic uncertainties. An '' N? '' kinematic designation is assigned those stars that lie outside both kinematic planes' ellipses even within the stellar kinematic uncertainties; generally, this signals a signifi- cant departure from all three canonical UMa nucleus stars' mean UVW-values. Other objects are assigned a '' ? '' designation, which usually indicates contradictory findings; generally, this signals a significant departure from one or two (but not all three) of the canonical UMa nucleus stars' mean UVW-values. Photometric memberships are assigned in a similar fashion, replacing the nucleus stars' velocity ellipses with a band of occupation through the H-R diagram outlined by the nucleus stars. For candidate objects lying outside these regions (cool dwarfs or evolved subgiants), we rely on the placement relative to the selected isochrones for guidance. The Hipparcos-based H-R diagrams for the different activity-based subgroups are shown in . The kinematically and photometrically based assignments are listed in Table 5 for all objects.
Final membership assignments, also listed in Table 5 , combine the kinematic and photometric results and any spectroscopic [Fe/H] determinations available. Care was taken in the relative consideration of these criteria. In particular, the main use of photometric and metallicity criteria is to veto positive membership and not grant it, since a warm or cool UMa nonmember dwarf lying on the lower UMa main sequence or having a near-UMa metallicity ([Fe/H] $ À0.09) is hardly remarkable. In other words, photometric membership and abundance-based membership are necessary but far from sufficient conditions to guarantee UMa membership. Their most powerful use is in identifying nonmembers, particularly older disk stars that lie in the Hertzsprung gap far below the UMa subgiant branch. The H-R diagrams in Figures 6 and 7 provide examples of this.
Exceptions to this use do exist. Photometric membership near and above the UMa main-sequence turnoff is a more stringent affirmative indicator of membership, since it implies, at the very least, a conspiracy of age and opacity identical to the UMa nucleus stars'. Abundance information for the A stars in our sample is, in most cases, best considered neither inclusive nor exclusive, given the variety of abundance-anomaly phenomena (Am, Boo, etc.) that occur in this region of the H-R diagram. Additional leeway is given for a few stars after a careful star-by-star consideration, in particular, for those stars with known or suspected companions that lack individual photometry or systemic radial velocity determinations. These additional considerations are conservative in the sense described above. For example, a kinematic nonmember (N?) that was classified as a photometric member (Y) generally is assigned an uncertain (?) final membership, despite the fact that its kinematic nonmembership designation is likely secure. In this way, possible '' contaminants '' are relegated to the uncertain category.
DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS RESULTS
Final Membership
The kinematic planes and H-R diagrams of the nucleus stars and those objects having final membership designations of '' Y '' and '' Y? '' are shown in Figure 9 . The final mean UVW-velocities are given in Table 6 ; the values (+14.5, +2.9, and À8.6 km s À1 ) are within a few tenths of a kilometer per second of the UMa nucleus values discussed above. Our values are also in excellent agreement-typically within a couple kilometers per second, that is, within the mean uncertainties deduced from the formal dispersionswith the mean kinematics deduced from the studies of Asiain et al. (1999) , Chereul et al. (1999), and Orlov et al. (1995) , which utilize statistically sophisticated membership identification algorithms lacking a priori assumptions implicitly incorporated here, and the recent study of Montes et al. (2001) employing Eggen's proper-motion-based peculiar-velocity and moving-cluster predicted radial velocity criteria. These determinations are listed at the bottom of Table 6 . The agreement given the different samples and membership criteria employed is pleasing and perhaps lends some confidence to the reality of the UMa moving group. Figure 9 reveals asymmetries in the U-and W-distributions indicative of a nonzero vertex deviation. This particular deviation and others are also seen in the recent studies of Asiain et al. (1999, their Fig. 6 ), Chereul et al. (1999, their Figs. 15 and 17), Skuljan et al. (1999, their Figs. 5, 8, and 10) , and Montes et al. (2001, their Fig. 2) ; these studies cover a much larger range in the Bottlinger diagram, revealing significant structures on larger kinematic scales than shown here. That nearby young disk stars exhibit nonzero vertex deviations has been known for some time (e.g., Mihalas & Binney 1981) , though Mihalas & Binney (1981) also note that this behavior may not be a general property of the global Galactic young disk field, but attributable to the nearby young disk field being dominated by kinematic moving groups that demonstrate significant vertex deviation. Nevertheless, an interesting question is how these '' branchlike '' (as opposed to elliptical) structures in the Bottlinger diagram arise for moving-group stars. As suggested by Mihalas & Binney (1981) , perhaps the most plausible explanation is that they are due to a peculiar spatially and temporally localized convolution of the Galactic potential and velocity field at the time of these stars' en masse formation, in particular, the influence of density waves related to Galactic spiral struc-ture; Skuljan et al. (1999) suggest that their branchlike kinematic structures (even if of different age) in the Bottlinger diagram are related to spiral structure. Alternatively, inspection of Figures 15 and 17 of Chereul et al. (1999) might suggest that these structures may arise from the close proximity (in the Bottlinger diagram) of distinct moving groups with nearly zero vertex deviation that, when merged together under coarse resolution, then take on a branchlike nonzero vertex deviation appearance. However, one must still ask why such distinct groups are in such proximity and in a branchlike configuration to begin with. Thus, this alternative explanation may, itself, simply reduce to a relation with spiral structure.
Inspection of the Bottlinger diagrams in
The final H-R diagrams in Figure 9 confirm our earlier nucleus-based age estimate of 500 AE 100 Myr for the UMa group. This is in outstanding agreement with the Strö mgren photometry-based estimate of 520 AE 160 Myr of early-type Sirius supercluster members identified by Asiain et al. (1999) and the 600 Myr age of the dominant Sirius supercluster component found by Chereul et al. (1999) . Our age estimate is larger than the usually quoted value of 300 Myr previously assigned to the UMa cluster (e.g., SM93 and references therein) on the basis of disparate methods. Our upward revision is important inasmuch as it provides a rare An intriguing result of the Hipparcos mission was a suggested Pleiades distance modulus some 0.3 mag fainter than that inferred from main-sequence fitting; controversy has erupted over whether the parallaxes or assumptions and/or details of the modeling are at fault (see, e.g., ). Soderblom et al. (1998) suggested that other such subluminous stars seemed to be absent among nearby young field stars identified via chromospheric emission. We find the same to be true in this work. The final UMa member H-R diagram in Figure 9 shows that the Hipparcos-based observed dwarf locus lies close to, but slightly beneath, the new Yale Z = 0.02 isochrones (shortand long-dashed lines); this is as expected given previous limited UMa abundance studies. A 0.3 mag subluminosity would place the observed locus essentially on the Yale Z = 0.01 isochrones (solid and dotted lines), which is not the case. The same appears to be true of the probable and possible activity-based stars (whether final UMa members or not) in Figures 5 and 6 , respectively. Since it seems likely that these objects are young disk members, comparison with the Pleiades is highly relevant. In sum, our results also suggest that the Hipparcos distance problem, whatever its cause, seems to be limited to the Pleiades (and perhaps a couple other less well studied open clusters).
The coherence between the scatter in the kinematic and H-R diagrams can be seen by comparing Figures 4-8 . The photometric and kinematic discriminants seem to work together in large measure. The velocity dispersions of our nucleus stars plus stars with final '' Y '' and '' Y? '' assessments are smaller than for any group based on activity alone, demonstrating that the kinematic and photometric criteria have added great value to employment by SM93 of an activity criterion. Comparison with other results (x 4.2) also indicates the reliability of our results. We strongly caution readers first, though, that our velocity dispersions of the nucleus plus final member stars should not be taken as robust estimates of the true UMa group values; the former are certainly biased by using the UVW-plane as a membership discriminant. Even with the lack of kinematic membership criteria, other subtle and insidious biases induced by measurement availability, initial sample selection, or both may also be present (see, e.g., the discussion in Skuljan et al. 1999 ).
Alternative Kinematic Criteria
That the true velocity UMa group dispersions are expected to be larger than our estimates is not surprising, since appreciable dispersion must exist for the group to be unbound and spatially extended in the Galactic disk. Some investigators have focused on heavily weighted V-motions in considering kinematic membership, given dynamical calculations indicating that diffusion in the UW-directions leads to epicyclic oscillations of a star about these mean motions, which is not true in V (Wielen 1977; Binney & Tremaine 1987) . The usefulness of V-motion as a sole or heavily weighted kinematic criterion receives some observational support. SM93 noted that if one allowed for plausible parallax uncertainties, all their probable spectroscopic members could have V-motions in agreement with the UMa nucleus mean without creating any additional spread in U and W. Moreover, examination of our final members and our activity-based spectroscopic groups in Table 6 indicates that the V velocity dispersion is significantly less than the Uand W-dispersions.
Despite the theoretical expectations and these observational findings, we have made no attempt at using a more restrictive V-based criterion here. This is for three reasons. First, the dispersions of our final members are biased estimates. Second, the estimates of Asiain et al. (1999) and Chereul et al. (1999) -who use nonparametric methods, which make no a priori assumptions regarding the mean group kinematics-listed in Table 6 do not seem to indicate that the velocity dispersion in V is significantly smaller than those in U and W. Third, and perhaps relatedly, Chereul et al. (1999) find evidence that Eggen's Sirius supercluster (which harbors the UMa group) can be broken down into two superclusters mostly distinguished by differing V velocity 3 (+0.7 vs. +4.2 km s À1 ).
At the same time, it is likely that the results of these nonparametric statistical studies would refine our results in the sense that some stars classified with uncertain membership (flagged '' ? '') because of their mildly deviant kinematics would be bona fide UMa group members. This is simply because these presumably unbiased (or less biased) velocity dispersions are 5-7 km s À1 as opposed to our 3 dispersions of 2-3 km s À1 from UMa nucleus stars. Montes et al. (2001) suggest even larger values from the Hipparcos-based wavelet analysis of stellar velocities in the solar neighborhood by Skuljan et al. (1999) , whose kinematic '' branches '' of latetype stars in the UV-plane can be measured in tens of kilometers per second. Inasmuch as we focus on producing a list of clean assigned UMa members and have taken care to avoid wrongly classifying possible bona fide members as nonmembers, we deem the bias in our results acceptable. Interesting subgroups of stars, including possible bona fide members not classified as such here, are considered later. While the recent UMa group membership study of Montes et al. (2001) uses different criteria from ours to establish membership and takes advantage of convergent points and total space velocities, their approach is not wholly independent of ours, since they also employ three-dimensional velocities-proper motions and radial velocities as opposed to our transformed UVW-values. Their approach may appear more quantitative, but their use of Eggen's criteria is arbitrary to some degree, since any kinematic membership cutoffs depend on a convolution of a priori knowledge or assumptions about intrinsic dispersion and measurement uncertainties. Given these subtle intrinsic similarities, comparison of our results is of interest; in doing so, we have included the binary stars available in the Web database of Montes et al. (2001) .
The comparison of our final memberships with the kinematic results of Montes et al. (2001) is shown in the form of a contingency table in Table 7, discrete components of the same system have been counted separately. We note that the kinematic values themselves are in outstanding agreement, and differences in our final classifications are due to those in methodology. In the case of exact agreement, the 3 Â 3 contingency table formed by the top three rows and final three columns would be dominated by the diagonal components having negative slope.
The percentages indicate, however, that this is not the case, though we believe the detailed state of affairs to be satisfactory. The nonnegligible off-diagonal elements are simply the result of tolerable bin '' diffusion '' of two types. First are cases in which our use of photometric and abundance data has been able to resolve the Montes et al. (2001) uncertain memberships into affirmative or negative membership categories; this occurs for a substantial 34.4% of the total objects. Second are cases in which our evaluation of the kinematics and use of photometric and abundance data in a conservative manner (assigning affirmative or negative membership only if this can be done at high confidence level) has moved the affirmative or negative kinematic membership assignments of Montes et al. (2001) to our uncertain category; this is a moderate effect, influencing only 15.6% of the total objects.
The remaining two diagonal elements in the 3 Â 3 contingency subtable are more important. Only one star we finally classify as a member (2.7% of our members) is listed as a kinematic nonmember by Montes et al. (2001) ; this is encouraging and speaks to the cleanness of our final member sample. A modest 15.0% of our final nonmembers, however, are classified as kinematic members by Montes et al. (2001) ; these are HD 13594, 24160, 24916, 81659, 112196, and 167389 . While this does not speak to the success of our primary goal in compiling a clean sample of UMa group members, it may suggest that our secondary goal of avoiding definitive misclassifications may not be fully met. Besides deviant kinematics, our photometry indicates nonmembership for HD 81659 and strongly for HD 24160. Two kinematic components are deviant for both HD 24916 and HD 167389; the photometric criteria provide uncertain information here, and the activity of HD 167389 is low for a UMa member. We acknowledge, however, that the deviant U-velocities seen for HD 13594 and HD 112196 would not exclude membership if we allowed real dispersion of only 4-5 km s À1 (consistent with unbiased literature results in Table  6 ); moreover, HD 112196 is a probable activity-based member. Even if misclassified, these few cases are not intolerable. We have labeled final memberships of the latter two stars as '' N?/? '' so as not to relegate them to the obscurity of the general disk field, and we deem the other four objects worthy of continued study (particularly for undetected companions and abundance determinations).
Evidence of an Older Stream?
The outlying evolved stars in Figures 5 and 6 appear to form a well-defined sequence in the color-magnitude diagram. These objects (HD 745, 18645, 62668A, 81858A, 81858B, 88654, and 136901) are plotted again in Figure 10 with the same isochrones used in Figures 4-9 . The two additional fiducials are 2 and 3 Gyr isochrones from the same Yale-Yonsei set for solar metallicity and the Lejeune et al. (1998) color transformations. Comparison suggests that these evolved stars do form a genuine evolutionary sequence of uniform age. In their d = 125 pc volume-limited study of A-F stars, Chereul et al. (1999) noted with surprise the existence of $2 Gyr old velocity structures discernible when employing coarse-resolution (velocity dispersions corresponding to 6.3 km s À1 ) filters. Are the objects in Figure 10 late-type members of these structures?
In principle, kinematic assessment of alleged intermediate-age structures is difficult, since the velocity components may not exhibit the relative coherence of younger structures such as UMa. Nevertheless, the UVW-components of HD 745 and HD 88654 are indistinguishable within the uncertainties, as are the VW-and UV-components of HD 18645 and HD 62668A. Chereul et al. (1999) note a distinctive kinematic feature of their intermediate-age streams is a positive and large (often !20 km s À1 ) U-component. Our evolved stars in Figure 10 show the same characteristic: all six systems have positive U, with a mean of +15 km s À1 . This kinematic characteristic is distinct in an absolute sense as well. The mean disk field defined by B, A, and F stars shows a mean U-component of about À12 km s À1 (Asiain et al. 1999 ). In addition, inspection of the disk field kernel density function and its projection in the UV-plane at W = 0 (Figs. 3 and 4 of Asiain et al. 1999; also their Fig. 5) shows that the UV-space occupied by our evolved late-type stars is otherwise poorly populated. High-resolution spectroscopy could establish the chemical abundance uniformity of the objects in Figure 10 and thus address the question of the reality of such candidate old star streams.
Robustness of Activity as a Membership Criterion
The utility of activity measures to establish membership is illustrated by the results in Table 6 and Figures 5-7. Table  6 indicates a clear increase in all the velocity dispersions as one proceeds from probable activity-based members to possible activity-based members and then to activity-based nonmembers. This suggests some overall relation between membership and activity level. Inspection of the H-R diagrams too shows how the photometric scatter increases in moving from probable activity-based members to possible ones, and finally to activity-based nonmembers; again, this suggests a general relation between activity level and membership.
SM93 ask a more specific fundamental question: '' Is the use of chromospheric emission infallible for determining [UMa group] membership? '' Despite the results above, we believe the general answer is as one might expect-not unless all young disk stars are UMa group members. However, the question above can be parsed into two distinct important ones: Is chromospheric activity a reliable indicator of positive=negative membership? These can be answered using the comparison of our activity-based classifications and our final membership assessments, presented as a contingency table in Table 8 . A similar comparison utilizing the kinematic membership assessments of Montes et al. (2001) is shown in Table 9 . Only a third of our probable (and possible, as well) activity-based members are classified by us as final members; the results are the same (for both probable and possible activity-based members) utilizing the final membership assessments of Montes et al. (2001) as well. Half our probable activity-based members and a quarter of our possible activity-based member samples are designated final nonmembers. Is this a failure in the use of chromospheric activity as a membership diagnostic? We believe this is not demonstrated, since it may simply reflect a number of (presumably young) disk stars that are not UMa group members in our initial sample. In this light, our 
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starting sample may simply be less clean than that of, e.g., SM93, though we note that nine of 11 of their possible activity-based members were assigned eventual kinematics-based nonmembership by them.
The second, more important question that SM93 were really asking is whether chromospheric activity can be used to exclude membership; a negative result here would have direct impact on the issue of age-activity correlations. Table  8 indicates that of our 26 activity-based nonmembers, only a single one (HD 38393) is classified as a final member. This suggests that activity, then, is a very robust discriminant of nonmembership. Montes et al. (2001) classify three additional activity-based nonmembers (HD 167389, 184960, and 211575) as kinematic members, however. Indeed, the kinematics for the latter two objects suggest possible membership; the only deviations are mild ones in U, easily allowed if we had utilized the velocity dispersions from nonbiased studies listed at the bottom of Table 6 ; moreover, kinematic membership would even be favored for HD 167389 utilizing these unbiased criteria. The photometric membership criteria, however, are inconclusive for all stars. This results in our final uncertain and probable nonmembership assignments. Given these comparisons, we have listed final memberships of '' ?/Y? '' for HD 184960 and HD 21175 and a final membership of '' N?/? '' for HD 167389 in Table 5 for those interested in following up the present study with more definitive classifications, as opposed to our primary goal of an ultraclean member list. Even considering these four remarkable exceptions (15% of our activity-based nonmembers), activity remains a remarkably robust indicator of nonmembership. The most pessimistic interpretation of our results we envision is that age-activity relations are best considered in a statistical sense because of the presence of (apparently infrequent) scatter.
UMa Group Chromospheric Activity
Residual chromospheric emission (log R 0 HK ) is plotted against color for our final UMa members ( filled symbols) in Figure 11 . Values for HD 91480, 113139A, and 184960 (À4.47, À4.48, and À4.95, respectively) are deduced from the C ii 1335 measures of Simon & Landsman (1991) , the He i D3 measures of García López et al. (1993) , and the Mg ii h and k measurement of Soderblom & Clements (1987) ; transformations to the Ca ii H and K system were made using the regressions of Soderblom & Clements (1987) and the observed relations in García Ló pez et al. (1993) . Also shown are the Pleiades, M34, and schematic Hyades data from Figure 3 . Several interesting notes can be made. First, the scatter in UMa activity is very small, comparable to that seen in the slightly older ($700 AE 100 Myr) Hyades, and considerably smaller than that seen in the younger Pleiades ($100 Myr) and M34 ($200 Myr) clusters. Second, the mean level of activity also appears indistinguishable from that in the Hyades. The former suggests that the young solar-type star decline in global activity levels and their starto-star scatter must be relatively rapid, occurring sometime within 200-500 Myr. The latter observation is consistent 
